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A. INTRODUCTION

In the article: "Patterns and the Molding of Cast Iron Still Banks"1 it was explained that the
raised lettering seen on iron banks (as well some other design details) are the result of details
being applied to the patterns.  That is, they were not integral to the patterns.  The lettering on cast
iron banks including incuse lettering also has been discussed in the proposals for identifying
variations of cast iron still and mechanical banks.2,3,4  The current paper provides additional
information on this subject.

B. OPTIONS FOR APPLICATION OF LETTERING

There are four ways in which letters or numbers on a cast iron bank could have originated.  The
first two ways result in the lettering being embossed (resting on the surface):

• Stock letters were applied, one letter at a time, to the wood or metal master patterns or
metal working patterns.

• Messages were embossed onto metal tape that then was fastened to the metal patterns.

The other two ways cause the lettering to be incuse (cut into the surface).

• The letters were engraved, one letter at a time, into the wood or metal master patterns or
metal working patterns.

• The letters were stamped, one letter at a time, into the metal patterns.

C. PATTERN LETTERS

"Pattern Letters" were (and still are) available from foundry supply companies.  Figure 1 is an
example of an old supply house catalog page.  Lettering made of white metal or brass was
available in sizes from 1/8" to 1 1/2" high, and in several type faces (including reversed type).

SPECIAL LETTERING STYLES5

"We can supply special styles or combination letters, monograms, trademarks; for pattern.  Send a
sketch of your idea with quantity and size wanted and we will submit samples and price."

The letters in white metal were used with wood patterns (and probably also with lead patterns).
Since white metal is relatively soft, the letters could easily be made to conform to an uneven
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surface of a pattern without straining the pattern.  The letters were glued to a wood pattern.  The
brass letters were soldered to brass or bronze patterns.

Figure 1. Illustration from The E. J. Woodison Co. catalog.6   A similar page from the S. Obermayer Co.
catalog7  claimed: "Over 1,700 different styles and sizes of alphabets and sets of figures kept in stock."
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For example:

• The gluing of white metal letters to a wood master pattern was used to apply the "GOP" to
the "Art Deco Elephant with 'GOP'" bank.  It also was used to apply lettering and rivet head
detail to the "Tank Bank 1918."2

• Brass letters were soldered, one letter at a time, to the brass working patterns to apply the
message to the "Give Me A Penny" still bank, and is believed to have been used to apply the
advertising message to the "Pump and Bucket" mechanical bank.8

• In theory, white metal letters could be soldered to a lead pattern by using a solder with a
low melting temperature.  But we don't know of a specific example where this was done.

Use of these stock letters saved the Pattern Maker considerable time and also allowed him much
greater flexibility.  The position of the lettering on the pattern could be tested before the lettering
was fastened in place, and even after the lettering was applied it was easily removed or
repositioned.  For example, "Patent Pending" could be replaced by "Patented" and a patent date
by popping the lettering from a wood pattern or de-soldering if from a brass pattern.

D. LETTERING ON EMBOSSED TAPE

Machines for embossing lettering onto metal tape were (and still are) another option.  See Figure
2.  Letter sizes ranged from 1/8" to 3/8", and tape sizes from 3/8" to 7/8".  The tape was zinc,
brass, or aluminum.  (It appears that the modern "Dymo Tape" embosser is derived from these
machines.)

Figure 2. Illustration from The S. Obermayer Co. catalog. p. 212.

The "Mulligan" still banks with advertising were created by embossing the advertising message
onto metal tape, and then soldering the message to one or more working patterns.4  (The use of
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the tape accounts for the raised area around the lettering.)  This system made it relatively simple
to use the same working patterns with several different advertising messages.

E. ENGRAVED OR INSCRIBED LETTERING

When the lettering was inscribed or engraved into the master pattern it appears on the pattern and
the cast iron bank in the incuse style.  For example, the "General Butler" cast iron still bank and
the "Billy Goat Bank" cast iron mechanical bank display incuse lettering.  In the case of the
"General Butler" bank the wood master pattern was inscribed.  In the case of the "Billy Goat
Bank" it seems more likely that the metal master pattern was changed since the bank was first
produced without the name.

Figure 3. Close-up of the right arm of the wood pattern for the "General Butler" bank, which is inscribed
with the words: "Bonds and Yachts for Me."

F. STAMPED LETTERING

Patterns could be stamped using ordinary machinist's stamps. (Cast iron cannot be stamped in
this way; it is too hard.)  This method seems to have been restricted to cases where the markings
end up inside the assembled bank (or other object), where numbers or a combination of letters
and numbers were used in order to identify the components of pattern sets.9

Acknowledgement: The author thanks Frank Kidd for providing information about the message
on the General Butler bank.

Please direct comments to Fritz Kokesh at fritz@toybanks.info or 177 Pemberton St. #1,
Cambridge, MA 02140.
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